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Meet Emma, She is wearing sunglasses that 
demonstrate the old/current way companies 

brand eyewear lenses



❖ Eyewear companies have been 
unsuccessful in creating practical 

ways to brand eyewear lenses.

❖ This has led companies to rely 
heavily on frame customization.

❖ The problem is that there is only 
so much room on a frame to 

customize



❖Meet Morgan, She is wearing
the new way eyewear
companies will brand lenses 
through our innovative 
patented lens technology.

❖ The design on the lens is not 
visible to the wearer making it 
perfect for everyday eyewear.





❖Optical Evolution

❖By utilizing our patented 
technology, our lenses reveal 
any design/logo imaginable 
when exposed to sunlight

❖Issued U.S. Patent 
11,067,828

❖Patent Pending in Europe, 
Japan, China and South 
Korea



Patented Technology





Unlocking New Markets

➢ Apple
➢ Samsung
➢ Amazon
➢ Microsoft
➢ Snapchat
➢ Facebook
➢ Google

❖ Huge tech corporations are currently racing towards the inevitable future of smart 
glasses.

❖ All Tech companies will have the problem of trying to differentiate their smart 
glasses aesthetically (There is only so much room on a frame).

❖ Therefore, my proprietary lens is the solution. 

❖ Having a value-added unique lens will certainly be a benefit to any lens supplier 
looking to capture a large portion of the smart glasses lens market.

❖ The companies listed below are currently working on developing their own smart 
glasses.





A staggering percentage 
of kids each year opt out 
of wearing glasses based 
on the generic look of 
the current eyewear 
available in the market.

Making glasses more 
attractive to kids will 
certainly drive more 
traffic to optometrists.

(Imagine their favorite 
superhero on the lens)

This will provide huge 
sales opportunities to 
over 30,000 Optometrists 
in the USA.

New Fashion Addition to Prescription Eyewear for Kids





❖ Licensing brands for frames has been around for decades.

❖ We could potentially be the first company to license 
major brands for lenses.





❖ Best-Case Scenario

- Becomes market leader in customized lenses, 1B+ in yearly revenue

❖ Most Probable Success Scenario

- Licenses technology out to lens manufacturers capturing 5% of total market

- Generates 41-53M+ per year profit

❖ Worst-Case Scenario

- The product proves to be for a niche audience

- We focus on licensing sports teams and popular movies  





Lenses

Frames

2022 GLOBAL EYEWEAR MARKET SIZE
170 BILLION

Lenses

Frames

53%
90.1B

47%
79.9B





Our patent 
portfolio covers 
more than just 

eyewear



Automobile Application

❖ As shown above, you can put any 
logo/design imaginable on car 
windows.  

❖ In the presence of sunlight, the 
window will fully darken displaying 
your logo of choice.

❖ As shown above, in the absence of 
sunlight the window will turn clear
and the logo/design will be virtually 
transparent.



Office Window/Storefront Application

❖ As shown above, you can put any 
logo/design imaginable on 
store/business windows.  

❖ In the presence of sunlight, the window 
will fully darken displaying your logo of 
choice.

❖ As shown above, in the absence of 
sunlight, the store window will turn 
clear and the logo/design will be 
virtually transparent.









“The people who are crazy 
enough to think they can 
change the world are the ones 
who do.”  - Steve Jobs

❖ Thank you for your consideration

❖ We are currently looking for 
partners to help accelerate the 
development and 
commercialization of our market-
shaping innovation. 

❖ We look forward to building a 
long term and profitable 
relationship with future partners

Respectfully,
Brandon Michaels
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